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This Edition
In these busy weeks leading up to the
celebration of Jesus’s birth, I have
been sitting with the words of John
1:14 “The Word became flesh and
blood, and moved into the
neighbourhood.” (The Message)

Bring Your peace
into our violence
Bid our hungry souls be filled
Word now breaking Heaven's silence
Welcome to our world
(from Welcome to Our World, lyrics by Chris Rice)

Our friend and immediate Past
President, John Stuart has
contributed some throught-provoking
reflections in this edition of the
newsletter, coming out of his year in
Jerusalem. In a sense, they capture
one view of Jesus’ neighbourhood—
culturally & geographically.
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Executive Report 2013

John Stuart

What is holy and who is holy? The first chapter of our
scriptures give us a very big clue. At the end of each
day of creation the authors of Genesis 1 are very clear
about holiness. They say at the end of each part (day)
of the creation process that “God saw that it was
good.” And just to make sure that the message is
crystal clear, at the end of the sixth day of creation
“God saw everything that he had made, and indeed, it
was VERY good.” It could not be spelt any more clearly
than this. So what has happened that the Church has
got it so very wrong in trying to tell us that we are all
fallen sinners? Yes we have sinned, but we do not start
off as sinners or the authors of the first chapter of
Genesis have got it awfully wrong. The Fall does not
happen until Genesis 3, after it has been established
that our God is outrageously compassionate and
graced –filled.
I have just finished reading Simon Sebag Montefiore’s
epic book Jerusalem, The Biography. His telling of the
Jerusalem story is truly insightful. But after reading this
tome I am left with the whole question still; what is
holy and who is holy? He tells a story of greed, venality,
lying, hypocrisy, struggle, looking for God and the
Search for Peace. But 4.000 years after Abraham finds
that God was already here when he arrived as a
wandering Aramean, Jerusalem is no nearer to peace
than it was then. In fact many would say it has never
been further away from peace than it is today.
Jerusalem is seen as the meeting place between
Heaven and Earth. The last few lines of Montefiore’s
book give us a clue of what is desired but seems so
elusive. “It is now one hour before dawn on a day in
Jerusalem. The Dome of the Rock is open: Muslims are
praying. The Wall is open: the Jews are praying. The
Church of the Holy Sepulchre is open: the Christians are
praying in several languages. The sun is rising over
Jerusalem, its rays making the light Herodian stones of
the Wall almost snowy - just as Josephus described it
two thousand years ago – then catching the glorious
gold of the Dome of the Rock that glints back at the sun.
The divine esplanade where Heaven and Earth meet,
where God meets man, is still in a realm beyond human
cartography. Only the rays of the sun can do it and
finally the light falls on the most exquisite and
mysterious edifice in Jerusalem. Bathing and glowing in
the sunlight, it earns its auric name. But the Golden Gate
remains locked, until the coming of the Last
Days.”(Pp521-522)

There are weekly incidents between Jewish illegal
settlers in the West Bank who come to cause mischief
on the Temple Mount. In the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre it is not unknown for monks and worshippers
of the different denominations to have altercations
which often end in fist fights. Regularly at the Western
Wall Jewish women who wish to take part in the full
worship ritual there were pelted with eggs
and other rubbish by ultra-orthodox women and until
recently they were arrested for worshipping at the Wall.
It seems that we are a long way from the unlocking of
the Golden Gate.
So what is Holy about the Holy Land that is not holy
elsewhere and what is sacred about Jerusalem that is
not sacred about Melbourne or Perth? This is an
important question because the majority of Jews,
Christians and Muslims will never come here. So for the
vast majority of religious people they have to not only
know, but discover that what is Holy and what is Sacred
is in their own back yards and in their own hearts. And
isn’t this what the ministry of spiritual direction is all
about? Whether we come to Jerusalem or the Land
where Jesus and the Prophets walked should make no
difference to the human journey we are making. For, as
Teilhard de Chardin so beautifully expresses, “We are
not human beings having a spiritual experience. We are
spiritual beings having a human experience” What an
absolute blinder to know that our human experience is
the place where we find God; and moreover it does not
matter where we have that human experience; in
Jerusalem, in Melbourne, in Rome, in Perth, in Mecca or
wherever. That experience is always open to the
discovery of the Divine.
As The Australian Network for Spiritual Direction we can
be proud of the various ways in which we have
contributed to helping people discover where the Holy
and the Sacred is in their lives. The regional groups have
been very active in the role of promoting personal
growth among its members and skills development for
its members. Where the regional group is not strong
there have been individual members who are working
to further the work of spiritual direction.
While this is a report for 2012 we have to take time to
recall the death of our beloved genial giant, Robin
Pryor. Robin served the Spiritual Direction Community
of Australia with dedication and verve. Robin was a
president of ANSD and was a member of ANSD from its
inception. I will always remember Robin leading us in a
Eucharist at Kings Canyon, on the 2001
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Executive Report 2013—continued

Thank you from Jerusalem

ANSD Pilgrimage to the Centre. He had a particular
Aussieness and in that outback setting it came to the
fore. I still have that Eucharist and have often used it over
the years

From very far away, on a most remarkable pilgrimage, let
me say thank you.

Last year we did not have a Conference, but our members
made a significant contribution to the AECSD conference
as participants and workshop facilitators. It is worth
noting again the contribution ANSD has made to the
wider spiritual direction community and the wider
spiritual movement in Australia by introducing the work
of Alexander Shaia. He was our keynote speaker at our
2011 Conference. I mention this in the report for it reveals
just how important the role of the various networks is in
being at the cutting edge of spirituality in Australia. ANSD
has, through its Conferences and the keynote speakers,
whether home grown or from overseas contributed
greatly to the growth of the spiritual dimension of the
human journey in this country.
One of the hardest tasks ANSD has had over the years is
the production of the Newsletter. Somehow it always
seems to arrive. For this we need to offer a special thanks
to Jo Windeyer who has gathered material and edited the
Newsletter for a number of years. Jo stepped down last
year form this job. Jo THANKS for a wonderful job in
keeping us informed and for the wonderful presentation
of the Newsletter. In looking back over past editions, it
was inspiring to see the quality of poetry and the
reflections that have graced the pages of the Newsletter.
The ministry of spiritual direction carries with it a
wonderful privilege and honour as we companion others.
It also calls forth a powerful responsibility for we
accompany others at their most vulnerable. Here is the
Holy Land writ large. It is not in Jerusalem any more that
it is in Canberra. This Holy Land in Jerusalem is made holy
by the Presence of the Holy One. Yes Jesus of Nazareth
walked here as the embodiment of the Christ. This same
Presence of the Holy One makes our Land Holy as well.
Evelyn Underhill in talking about mysticism puts this
concept very simply when she says “Thus he (the pilgrim)
may become aware of the universe which the spiritual
artist is always trying to disclose to the race.” In fact she
says this awareness “is possible to all men.” As we know
in spiritual direction this is what we are attempting; to be
the spiritual artist helping the pilgrim become aware of
that Presence which reveals that all is Holy; and even
more, that this understanding is open to all.
John Stuart

John Stuart

I have been privileged to have been President of ANSD for
the past six years.
Thanks to all of you, the members of ANSD, for putting
your trust in me, and allowing me to be in such an
important leadership role in such a wonderful
organisation.
Thanks also to all the members of the executive over this
time. You have done such a great job in keeping ANSD
viable and relevant in the spiritual direction community by
dealing with the many issues that continually arise.
Because we are spread all over the country this has been
difficult at times and by and large we have succeeded.
Issues like insurance and copy right posed interesting
questions for us and we were able to resolve them. Thanks
to those outside the executive who helped us in so many
ways.
I believe we are a truly blessed organisation in our desire
to both promote and model spiritual direction. We are
blessed in our members both as a community and in the
individuals who contribute to the ministry of spiritual
direction throughout the Country.
Thanks to our former Presidents who have helped forged
the special identify of ANSD: John Stewart, Philip Carter,
Sue Dunbar and Robin Pryor. I would like to thank the
genial, graced giant Robin who gave so much to us and in
his final earthly journey modelled how a faith-filled person
can face death without fear.
Thank you all. Pray for the peace of this region I look
forward to seeing you next year. Inshallah.
Jack Stuart.
Jerusalem: September 2013

August 2013
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Some Reflections on the Conference

Richard White

I have only recently moved into the Canberra area, if living at Cootamundra and working in Galong constitute
‘the Canberra area’. The Australian Network for Spiritual Direction was also an organization I had not
encountered. I came to the Conference with a blessed ignorance and few expectations. And, possibly, the
lightness of my baggage determined the quality of my experience.
Openness and hospitality characterized the Conference for me. By this I mean a largeness of heart and mind.
An example of this was Lucy’s story of the conversation with her mother about her father’s death. The deep,
quiet faith of her mother, convinced she would meet Lucy’s father ‘at the gates of heaven’, evoked an
awareness in Lucy that such language and such imagery were no longer part of her
belief.
It was her honesty and willingness to listen to her experience while respecting and
appreciating her mother’s that struck me. I struggle with living between the
traditional symbols and forms and an experience that no longer fits neatly within this
framework. Openness to ideas, experiences, traditions, prayer forms, personalities
seemed to be the atmosphere of the few days. I found the Conference refreshing
and liberating.
Lucy Abbott-Tucker

Richard White

Sue Dunbar
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Listening Attentively

Gerard Guiton

IN LISTENING TO the Spirit it is essential to
distinguish between God’s desire for us and our own
desires. How might this be done? There are lots of
ways, I guess, but here’s a glimpse from my own
Quaker experience and what it means for me:

My gift was given to help spread the Way (i.e. the
‘Kingdom’) of justice, peace and compassion. In terms
of my spiritual companionship, It opens up a path of
discipleship on which to journey with directees (or
pilgrims).

During the early nineties a Friend (a fellow Quaker)
suggested I take up spiritual direction. Her idea came
as a surprise because I had never seen myself in that
light. Wasn’t I the one who needed SD?

Spiritual friendship, being a mutual process of listening
and learning is a ‘doing’ sort of prayer and one which
can greatly benefit our own faith community.

She knew I had often shared times at work listening
to colleagues and had served on my Quaker
Meeting’s Ministry and Care Committee besides
penning a small work, Stillness, which had reached
folks in the SD community.
My ‘colleague times’ at work were quiet, private and
often very deep moments during which they would
off-load concerns about work, family life, private
worries, fears about this and that, but also about the
good things happening in their lives.

The perseverance to follow a particular spiritual route
is, in Quaker terms, a test of a ‘Leading’ before it
becomes a ‘Concern’. My Concern involves listening
attentively to the Spirit who is, as we know, the real
director or spiritual friend in any encounter. To live this
reality is to be ‘humble’. As we know, humility
theologically means listening with all of myself to the
Spirit and being careful, therefore, not to fall victim to
one’s destructive ego. It also implies using one’s gifts
for the work of the Spirit, not hiding them under the
proverbial bushel.

I found listening to them enjoyable. In fact, I
discovered I wasn’t a bad listener. I think being a
Quaker helped in that respect because of our
practice of worshipful silence. What gave our times
together a spiritual friendship character, so to speak,
was the fact that my colleagues were a spiritual lot,
and at times I was aware of a third party—God, the
dynamic principle of Love within us and among us.

For us as Spiritual Directors, prayer is essential, indeed
as it is to life in general, because it grounds us in our
servanthood as I have intimated, as well as helping us
understand that, without the Spirit, we cannot be fully
integrated and truly ourselves. Without the Spirit we
fail to be authentic, then, and to grow satisfactorily
because our human reason is never enough. In other
words, we cannot be ‘saved’, i.e. we cannot be whole
and in full unity with Love.

But whatever their views and experiences—my work
mates were invariably evangelical and/or
fundamentalist in their Christian beliefs—I found
their ideas and experiences fascinating, and felt
highly privileged to be invited into their confidences.
As I say, there was a sacredness to the times we
shared.

The greatest prayer, I believe, is saying ‘Yes’ to Love
even though Love is demanding and opens up
vulnerabilities. A true ‘Yes’ means we dwell in our inner
Holy of Holies, the Presence. In doing so, we trust in
Love. Our contemplative moments like, say, Quaker
Meeting for Worship, are essential here.

This experience and others—‘God-nudges’ you might
call them—plus much thought and further advice led
me (at long last) into taking my Friend’s advice. I
began a three year course at the Wellspring
Ecumenical Centre in Melbourne and from the start
my time there was a dream. I graduated in 2012.
My Friend had seen a gift in me. That sounds like
boasting but it’s important to acknowledge that it
was/is not my gift. I hold it in trust for God. George
Fox, the 17th century founder of the Religious Society
of Friends to which I belong, used to say, ‘Give God
the praise’ when people thanked him for his many
gifts. My gift was given to help spread the Way (i.e.
the ‘Kingdom’) of justice, peace and compassion.

Importantly, when we trust in this way we let go of our
will. We surrender. Of course, we have the ability to
choose a dark path but if we are in the God groove so
to speak (even for a nanosecond), then we will be
perfect, and experience momentarily the purpose of
our existence.
At such a time we have no need of ‘free will’. We ‘let
go’ freely so that Love/God invades us. Letting go,
surrendering, saying ‘Yes’, is the key to waiting
faithfully on the Spirit so that ‘way will open’. This is
our age-old practice as Quakers and many others, and it
is at the heart of discernment.
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Listening Attentively (cont.)

Speaking more personally, I have not ‘arrived’ in this
life as a SD by any means. I never will, I suppose, if
only because discernment is an on-going process.
Actually, I am very happy with that because I need to
be more attentive to my inner teacher, to learn to
pray better and more frequently, to listen more
profoundly to others, to be more aware of the Spirit
around me. This doesn’t come easy because my
human inclination is to turn away from these things
which can be confronting.
And to be a better spiritual companion I need to be a
deeper Quaker (speaking as a Quaker)—to undergo a
continual process of overcoming my own will and to
free up my gifts. Finally, I need to value much, much
more our precious silence in which I learn to openly
accept the Life in myself and others, and to draw it
out of them. Which is, after all, what my Friend did
for me.
Gerard Guiton
Alstonville, NSW

A (My) Year in Jerusalem

John Stuart

Every Friday here in Jerusalem a spiritual practice begins
and it lasts for 25 hours. It is Shabbat. Many things in
Jerusalem shut down. The light rail stops, buses do not
run, the wonderful Jewish market closes, Jewish shops
close, Ultra –Orthodox Jews visit the Western Wall for
regular prayer. The Jewish world all over, not just in
Jerusalem, takes time out to PRAY. And there is
something at the heart of Shabbat that has its
beginnings in Genesis 1. Michael Lerner, a Rabbi from
New York who is the force behind a group called
Network for Spiritual Progressives articulates the core
of Shabbat this way;
“One reason to create a Shabbat for yourself
once a week is to give yourself time to focus on
the celebration of the universe. Many Jews do it
for 25 hours just before dark on Friday till 3 stars
appear on Saturday night, to mix our focus on
the awe and wonder at the universe of which
we human beings are an integral part with
a) remembering and celebrating our liberation
from slavery and the corresponding obligation
to spread the message that the world can be
fundamentally healed and transformed because
it is created by a Force of liberation and love,
transformation and generosity, and
b) following the Jewish tradition which
commands us to seek pleasure on the Shabbat
with spiritual inwardness, meditation, prayer,
singing, community, and joy in food and loving–
sexuality because Judaism is a pro-pleasure
religion. As I tell my Congregation when we go
outside to look at stars and visualise ourselves in
this larger universe in which the scientists tell us
there may be as much as 200 billion galaxies,
most of the Hebrew words in the traditional
Jewish evening service………… boil down to
three words about the Universe: WOW,
FANTASTIC, AMAZING. Praying these words
with all ones heart is the way to get into
Shabbat” (In TIKKUN- online magazine- 7/11/201)
Here is Genesis 1 writ large. God saw all that was
created was good; indeed ‘IT WAS VERY GOOD’. If we
can extend the concept of Shabbat to a few minutes
every day we have a recipe for the healing and
transformation that Michael Lerner points to. Of course,
what is at the heart of encountering this powerful Force
is the practice of spiritual inwardness. This is the way of
the mystic. In so many ways this has been an integral
part of my year here at St George’s College as Chaplain.
The call to us all to be on the mystical journey is
inherent in the call of Jesus to “Follow Me.”
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A (My) Year in Jerusalem (cont.)
But of course there are many things that can distract
us from spiritual inwardness; from the contemplative
heart that Merton calls for. Kamal Farah the course
director when I was here doing the Palestine of Jesus
course in 2011 warns of three temptations of the
pilgrim, shopping, sleeping and taking pictures. These
can all lead us to merely being tourists. Perhaps this
can be the biggest distraction---being tourists. One
thing that has helped many pilgrims is a very apt
phrase: the tourist passes through the land while the
land passes through the pilgrim. In the welcome to
the new pilgrims on each new course the Dean has
spoken of the need to slow down and to take time to
reflect. Tina Blomquist, a wonderful scholar who has
both lectured and lead courses this year, introduced
us to the word saunter in relation to pilgrimage, i.e.
to take time and realise that we are on holy ground.
Another way this has been put is ‘don’t run where
Jesus walked.’ So the call or invitation is to slow
down, smell the flowers, take time to absorb and
process.
We are reminded so often during each course of this
very important aspect and we are reminded so often
of how difficult it is to achieve. In my school years I
was fortunate to be taught by the De La Salle
brothers in Melbourne. At the beginning of each day
before the first class we were invited to become
aware that we were in the presence of God. The
prayer was not that we ask for God to be present for
God was already there. Abraham learned this
wonderful truth when Melchizedek blest him with
these words “Blessed be Abram by God Most High,
maker of heaven and earth” (Gen 17:19). God was
there before Abraham arrived. I have been using this
invitation for each group as we set out each day for
the next part of our pilgrimage. Back in my school
days I had no idea of the wisdom of this invitation.
During one of the courses a pilgrim from the States
came up to me after a couple of days and said that he
had been taught by the Christian Brother’s and did I
know that this invitation was at the heart of their
prayer. In the ensuing conversation I was able to tell
him that the Christian Brothers in the States are
known as the De La Salle Brothers in Australia. We
were able then to compare notes, as it were, and
realise how the legacy of prayer that we had been
introduced to by the Brothers all those years ago
was having its fruition now as we were older. Rather
than a confirmation of what I had been doing this
incident shows how such an invitation strikes at the
heart of leading people to prayer.

The experience did however reveal that so many of
us no longer think we have to summons God to be
present. God’s presence is not dependent on our
summons but on pure Grace. This realisation helps us
to see that the contemplative stance is to open us up
to receive the Life/life that is already there in God’s
plan. The great Jesuit Walter writer Burghardt’s
description of contemplation as a ‘long, loving look at
the real’ takes on a special meaning when we realise
that God is already present and is with us in every
aspect of our lives. We then can come to terms that
the real is every part of our lives, even the bits we
discard or don’t like, as well as the parts that delight
us. Another way to regard this is to see God’s
presence as a compassionate gaze.
One of the benefits of this year as chaplain has been
the opportunity to walk with some of the great
spiritual writers and to become more familiar with
them, and to have them as a basis to assist pilgrims
to explore prayer at a deeper level. Thomas Merton,
Rowan Williams, Esther De Waal, Margaret Gunther,
Mary C Earle, Richard Rohr, Michael Leunig, Mary
Oliver, Bonnie Thurston, David Whyte and many more
have served as resources for a rich broth for prayer.
One of the delights has been the realisation that
many people have benefited from having the time at
the start of the day to come to an awareness of the
presence of God and that this has become a helpful
spiritual practice. Another delight has been to walk
with so many pilgrims whose prayer life and
spirituality has enriched us all as we travelled
together. One of the highlights has been the 85 year
old pilgrim who said that the course had opened up a
whole new understanding of his faith journey “After
over 60 years of Church going I have a new and
deeper sense of Jesus and His importance in my
pilgrimage because of the course”
My background as a spiritual director has been a solid
base for walking with so many pilgrims from all over
the world. Each course has seen one or two people
seek out for spiritual direction as they have been
challenged by a variety issues that have arisen in their
progress through the course. For many people one of
the big challenges is to come to terms with the
political situation here in Palestine/Israel. The
challenge boils down to this; how not to take sides
and to remain in a place within where prayer for
peace becomes a deep reality. This is where the
contemplative attitude is essential; a long loving look
at the real. And the REAL here is tension on a daily
basis. Check points, young boys and girls in uniform
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with machine guns by their sides, where at home they
would be at university or in a job, Jewish women
wishing to pray at the Wall taken to court for trying to
‘usurp’ the role of men, illegal settlements, Bedouins
being marginalised each day with threats to stop their
semi-nomadic way of life, children as young as 12 being
arrested for throwing stones and being illegally
detained, and the list of tension points goes on and on.
The saying here about being confused is so accurate. . .
If you have been here for a week you want to write a
book, if you have been here for a month you may want
to try a paragraph and if you have been here for a year,
just keep quiet for it is all too confusing. The paradox in
all this is that the scripture becomes a living text and
not something that Jesus said 2,000 years ago or that
Abraham was struggling with 4,000 years ago.
Spiritual inwardness, the contemplative mind and
heart, calls for a way of looking that is from God’s gaze
and not a human one. And God’s gaze is always
compassionate and does not seek to acquire and
possess or defend and kill for. Thomas Merton has this
most marvellous insight when he says, “The most
wonderful thing about the world is that it is nobody’s
property, not even God’s! We who are ruined by our
own indigence to the point of thinking that we can
possess something worship a false God, a god of
possession, that is, a god of destruction. God is the God
of the living.”
If anything then the (my) year in Jerusalem has been a
year of being challenged to attend to what it means to
be spiritually inward, to develop a contemplative mind
and heart. Michael Lerner and Thomas Merton come
together across Traditions where we see that the
greatest block to God is to think that we can possess
the ‘Holy Land’ or any land, as if it is a right. No! We can
saunter and take our time and become more aware
that WOW, FANTASTIC, AMAZING is the
response that the contemplative mind and
heart calls for, and that can only occur when
we know we are valuable to God because we
are vulnerable.

transformation can take place” The chaplains role
has been to accompany pilgrims, and himself, into
these risky places where
transformation can take place. Michael Leunig sums
up what this journey is “That which is Christ-like
within us shall be crucified. It shall suffer and be
broken. And that which is Christ-like within us shall
rise up. It shall love and create.
At the end of most courses I used a reflection that
Esther De Waal has at the end of her do it yourself
retreat book “Lost In Wonder- Rediscovering the
Spiritual Art of Attentiveness” It seems appropriate
to finish with it here
Flame- dancing Spirit,
Come Sweep us off Our feet and dance us
through our days.
Surprise us with your rhythms;
dare us to try new steps,
explore new patterns and new partnerships.
Release us from old routines
to swing in abandoned joy and fearful
adventure.
And in the intervals,
rest us in your still Centre.
Amen. (P161)
I would like to take the opportunity to say thanks to
St George’s for the gracious invitation to be chaplain
for the year; to my spiritual direction companions and
colleagues who encouraged me to accept the
position; and to my family and friends whose
unfailing love and support have held me; and finally
to all those who have held me in prayer this and
every year.
John Stuart

St George’s College Jerusalem.

So the role of chaplain has been a rich year of
walking with committed pilgrims who take
seriously Jesus’ call to ‘Follow Me.’ As Andrew
Mayes a former course director who led two
courses during the year posits, “This call was
not just for a pleasant Sunday afternoon stroll,
but Jesus led the disciples into risky places,
physically, emotionally and spiritually, and in
doing so they found themselves far out of their
comfort zone, in liminal space, where
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Australian Network for Spiritual Direction Inc.

for people engaged in Godly listening

The Australian Network for Spiritual Direction, an ecumenical
endeavour, is committed to fostering spiritual direction and
to the training of spiritual directors in the Christian
Community.
We believe spiritual direction to be a vital ministry in the
continuing transformation of all people. It is one of many
ministries by which people are set free to take their share in
God's ongoing work. It is a ministry of guidance taking many
forms, and is exercised by women and men, lay and
ordained.
The challenges and benefits of spiritual direction are both
personal and corporate in nature. This historical ministry is an
effective tool for helping people address the complex issues
of our time.
The Network is committed to:


encouraging spiritual directors in their work



offering opportunities for care and nurture through
regular gatherings and communications



supporting national, regional and local training programs

We welcome to membership and involvement in the
Australian Network for Spiritual Direction all who desire to
support this work.
This Statement was adopted by the original committee
in Canberra in 1989
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